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Abstract—As a non-invasive method, vision-based
driver monitoring aims to identify risky maneuvers
for intelligent vehicles and it has gained an increasing interest over recent years. However, most existing methods tend to design models for specific tasks,
such as head pose or gaze estimation, which results
in redundant models hampering real time applications.
Besides, most driver facial monitoring methods ignore
the correlation of different tasks. In this work, we
propose a unified framework based on cascade learning
for simultaneous facial landmark detection and head
pose estimation, as well as simultaneous eye center
detection and gaze estimation. In particular, built upon
the key idea that facial landmark locations and 3D face
model parameters are implicitly correlated, we introduce a cascade regression framework to achieve these
two tasks simultaneously. After coarsely extracting the
driver’s eye region from the detected facial landmarks,
we perform cascade regression for simultaneous eye
center detection and gaze estimation. Leveraging the
power of cascade learning allows our method to alternatively optimize facial landmark detection, head pose
estimation, eye center localization, and gaze prediction.
The comparison experiments conducted on benchmark
datasets of 300-W, GI4E, BU, MPIIGaze, and driving dataset of SHRP2 demonstrate that our proposed
method can achieve state-of-the-art performance with
robust effectiveness on the real driver monitoring applications.
Index Terms—driver monitoring, cascade learning,
head pose estimation, gaze estimation, facial landmark
detection

I. Introduction
Human factor is one of the major causes of road accidents [1]–[3]. Recently, the increasing number of traffic
events has caused widespread concerns [4]–[6]. The driver
fatigue and distraction are generally considered as the
leading causes of traffic accidents [7]–[9]. Therefore, it’s
crucial to perform driver facial monitoring to help monitor the driver’s states and alert drivers when they have
abnormal driving behavior like dozing off and not paying
attention to the surroundings [5]. However, most existing
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methods achieve each monitoring task by designing a
specific model, while ignoring the correlation of different
tasks [5], [10], [11].
In order to address these issues, we propose a unified
framework based on cascade regression for driver monitoring. As a critical indicator of the driver’s status, the
gaze direction helps understand the driver’s intention and
predict future driving behaviors. Accurate gaze estimation
promotes better driver monitor performance, contributing
to the reduction of traffic accidents. When occlusions
or large head movements occur, it becomes difficult to
precisely estimate the gaze direction in the driving scenario. Since the head pose intrinsically relates to the gaze
direction, we can approximate the driver’s field of view
and attention focus through the head pose estimation
instead. Considering their vital roles in driver monitoring,
image-based head pose estimation and gaze estimation
have terrific development in recent years. The modelbased head pose estimation methods detect 2D facial
landmarks and then estimate the 3D head pose through
a computer vision projection model. The effectiveness of
these model-based methods relies heavily on the quality of
facial landmark detection. The learning-based methods of
head pose estimation have no necessity of facial landmarks,
directly learning a mapping from the image observation
to the head pose. What’s more, head pose estimation is
connected with other facial analysis tasks such as face
detection and facial landmark localization. Several works
[12]–[14] achieve better performance of joint-related tasks
than individual tasks. As the dominant approaches of
gaze estimation, feature-based methods map geometric
or appearance features of the face images to the gaze
direction, which can be classified into geometric based
methods and appearance based methods. The geometricbased methods estimate the gaze direction based on the
previously detected geometric eye features like eye corners
and pupil center locations. While the appearance based
methods directly learn the model that maps the eye
appearance to the gaze direction.
In this paper, we propose a unified framework based on
cascade learning for driver monitoring. The overall framework of our proposed method is shown in Fig.1. We first
perform a coupled cascade regression to detect the driver’s
facial landmarks and head pose simultaneously from the
driver’s face image. In particular, facial landmark locations
and 3D face model parameters are updated iteratively by
two learned regressors separately. Since 3D face model
parameters can represent 2D facial landmark locations
through the 3D morphable model as well as encoding the
head pose angles of pitch, yaw and roll, we then link

facial landmark locations and 3D face model parameters
through the 3D face projection model to further refine
the estimation results. After finishing facial landmark
detection and coarsely extracting the driver’s eye region
image, we perform another cascade regression for simultaneous eye center detection and gaze estimation based on
their implicit correlation. According to the physiological
structure of the human eye, there is a coupled relationship
between the gaze direction and eye center location. In
this work, we propose to leverage the cascade learning to
capture the coupled relationship to boost the performance
for driver monitoring. In particular, the driver gaze is first
updated by the local appearance and shape information
of eye related landmarks at each cascade iteration. Then,
another regression model is learned to detect eye center
locations based on shape information, local appearance
feature and the estimated gaze.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as
follows:
1) We propose a novel approach that combines the
advantages of learning-based methods and modelbased methods, and leverages the cascade learning
to exploit correction between facial landmarks and
head pose, eye center locations and gaze direction,
to boost the performance of each driver monitoring
task.
2) Unlike the existing approaches that perform driving
monitoring tasks independently and sequentially,
the proposed method can simultaneously detect facial landmarks and head poses as well as eye center
localization and the gaze direction.
3) Extensive experimental results on benchmark
datasets show that our proposed method can
achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The
related work about facial landmark detection, head pose
estimation, eye center detection and gaze estimation is
reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the details of the
proposed method and experimental results are discussed
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
There are only a few works focusing on driver monitoring for landmark detection, head pose estimation, pupil
localization, and gaze prediction. We review related work
for each task as below.
1) facial landmark detection: The methods used for
landmark detection are mainly classified into holistic
methods, constrained local methods, and regression-based
detection methods [15]. Holistic methods [16] explicitly
capture global facial appearance and shape information to
detect facial landmarks. As for constrained local methods
[14], they estimate landmark locations according to the
global shape constraints and local search region features
which they learned before. Different from the above two
methods, the regression-based methods directly learn the
mapping from the face images to the facial landmark

positions. In general, the regression-based facial landmark
detection methods are divided into direct regression methods, cascade regression methods, and deep learning based
methods. The direct regression methods only perform one
iteration and do not require the initial landmark locations, obtaining the estimated landmark positions directly
from the appearance mapping. And the cascade regression
methods [12], [17] should be provided with the initial
landmark locations and iteratively update the landmark
locations through the learned regression model at each
cascade iteration. As for deep learning based methods,
they generally follow either direct regression or cascade
regression using deep learning [17], [18].
For driver’s facial landmark detection, regression-based
methods have achieved some delightful results recently.
The facial landmark detection in the driving situations
mainly has the difficulties of challenging illumination conditions, extreme head poses and occlusions. To tackle the
above problems, an ensemble of local weighted random
forest regressor and explicit global shape models are used
in [19]. It concludes that the facial landmark detection
result is robust to large head poses and partial occlusions
caused by a driver’s hair or sunglasses. With the use
of depth images, Frigieri et al. [20] introduce a CNN
architecture to detect the driver’s facial landmarks even
in presence of light changes and poor illumination. Jabbar
et al. [21] propose an occluded stacked hourglass to achieve
heatmap-based facial landmark localization as well as
occlusion estimation. The occlusion estimation of the facial
landmarks will enhance the performance of subsequent
driver monitoring become more robust in the case that
some objects like sunlight occlude the driver’s facial parts.
2) head pose: Head pose estimation aims to predict the
orientation of the head with respect to the camera coordinate frame. There are lots of methods to estimate head
pose, generally classified into learning-based and modelbased methods [12], [14], [22]. The learning-based methods
map the facial images or the appearance features to 3D
head poses. The model-based methods mainly estimate
the head poses based on the projection model linking 2D
images with 3D face model and these methods typically
require facial landmark detection before fitting the 3D face
model to estimate the head pose.
The learning-based methods are widely applied for head
pose estimation under the in-car situation. To tackle the
problems like challenging illumination condition, these
methods use a variety of input data. Borghi et al. [23]
present a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to map depth
images obtained from an infrared sensor to continuous
3D head pose angle values. Hu et al. [24] operate a
deep learning-based end-to-end regression method to estimate the driver’s head pose on the point-cloud data.
Since learning-based methods are sensitive to the appearance features, some model-based methods and multi-task
frameworks are applied for driver head pose estimation. A
multi-task deep neural network is proposed in [25], achieving multi-view face detection and head pose estimation
even under poor in-car environment.
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Fig. 1. Overall framework. Face is firstly detected, followed by cascade regression for facial landmark detection and head pose estimation.
Eye region is then extracted, followed by another cascade regression model for eye center detection and gaze estimation.

3) eye center detection: Accurate eye center detection
is critical for eye states or blink duration estimation,
which is an indicator of drowsiness. The studies for eye
center detection can be divided into geometric-based and
learning-based methods. Geometric-based methods mainly
use geometric and edge features to localize the pupils [26].
In [26], one of three cascade regression models is trained for
circle fitting for eye center localization. Recently, learningbased methods have achieved better performance due to
large amount of available labeled eye images. Xia et al.
[27] treat the eye center detection as a special case of
segmentation, and introduce a fully convolutional network
to localize the pupils. Gou et al. [28] propose a cascade
regression framework for simultaneous eye center and eye
state estimation, where they think the eye states should be
considered to weight the appearance information for eye
detection. Experimental results on driving data validate
the effectiveness of eye center detection. They further
propose to leverage the power of adversarial learning to
generate photo-realistic eye images with annotation to
boost the performance of eye center detection [29]. Hsu
and Chung [30] propose a complete representation generative adversarial network to generate frontal face images
to tackle the problem of eye detection under large rotation
angles. They also try to address the problem of pupil
detection with large head pose by introducing complete
representation for eye center and region respectively [31].
4) gaze estimation: Generally, there are three categories of gaze estimation approaches: physiology-based,
model-based and feature-based. Physiological approaches
often use electromagnetic coils or electrodes to record
eye movements and then estimate gaze direction. Modelbased approaches assume that the iris is an ellipse and the
eyeball is a sphere, etc., and then perform gaze estimation through light reflection and geometric relationships.
Feature-based approaches map geometric or appearance
features of diver’s images to the driver’s gaze and these
approaches can be further classified into two categories:
geometric-based methods and appearance-based methods.
The former ones rely on local distinctive features of the
eyes like pupil center, iris, and eye corners to predict

the gaze direction. Though the geometric based methods
show higher accuracy and good robustness among different
domains, they usually require high-resolution data. As
for appearance based methods, they generate certain eye
features from the eye images and then learn a mapping
model from these appearance features to the gaze direction. These methods are robust to low resolution and other
variability factors like illumination, head pose and gaze
range. A large amount of training data is required to
learn the gaze mapping model, making the mapping model
easier to overfit.
For the challenges under vehicular conditions, Rangesh
et al. [32] use an infrared camera with suitable equalization
and normalization to address the challenging illumination
issue. And Gaze Preserving CycleGAN(GPCycleGAN) is
proposed to remove potential eyeglasses from the driver
image with the gaze retaining unchanged, which helps the
driver gaze estimation to overcome the eyeglass occlusion
problem. To cope with driver gaze estimation under large
head motion, Yuan et al. [33] utilize the support vector
machine to classify the gaze into small gaze region, with
head pose vector obtained from POSIT and multi-scale
sparse features of driver’s eye images. And then, the
gaze region is converted to the driver gaze direction by
grid mapping on the partitioned gaze zone. A multi-task
learning CNN framework is proposed to simultaneously
achieve facial landmark detection, head pose estimation
and gaze direction estimation in [34], which is implemented
by sharing common features of these highly related tasks.
As for the motion blur of drivers due to vehicular vibrations during driving, [35] uses the CycleGAN to deblur the
motion blurred driver images, followed by the driver gaze
estimation through ResNet-152.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. General framework
In this work, we introduce a cascade iterative framework
to perform driver monitoring. Given the driver image I, the
proposed framework aims to detect N 2D facial landmark
locations x ∈ ℜ2·N and 2 eye centers x ∈ ℜ2·2 , and

estimate the 3D head pose of pitch, yaw, and roll h ∈ ℜ3
and eye gaze g ∈ ℜ3 . The overall framework is illustrated
in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, we introduce a unified
cascade learning framework for simultaneous landmark
detection and head pose estimation, followed by another
cascade learning framework to achieve simultaneous eye
center and eye gaze estimation.
B. Simultaneous landmark detection and pose estimation
Different from conventional methods that perform facial landmark detections, sequentially followed by head
pose estimation, we propose to achieve these two tasks
simultaneously through cascade learning. Similar to other
works [17], [22], [36], 2D facial landmark locations can
be represented by the 3D morphable model (3DMM)
with corresponding 3D face model parameters which also
encode the head pose angles of pitch, yaw and roll.
Extended from [22], in this work, we train the 3DMM
by principal component analysis. Hence, the 3D shape
s = {x1 , y1 , z1 , ..., xN , yN , zN } of N landmarks in head
coordinate system can be denoted by s = s̄ + Bd, where
B are the learned PCA bases, and d are the deformation
coefficients. Through weak perspective projection, the 2D
landmark locations in image plane can be calculated by:
[
]
f1 0
x = κ(p) =
M2×3 (s̄ + Bd) + t,
(1)
0 f2
where f1 and f2 are scaling factors in row and column
direction respectively, M2×3 is the first two rows of rotation matrix M which is encoded by head pose angle
(pitch, yaw, roll), d denotes the deformable parameters
and t = (t1 , t2 )T is the translation vector. We use
p = {f1 , f2 , pitch, yaw, roll, t1 , t2 , d} to represent all the
parameters of the 3DMM.
The proposed method iteratively updates the landmarks
and 3DMM parameters based on the image appearance
features, followed by coupling through gradient decent
to minimize the projection error based on the 3DMM.
The overall algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The
facial landmark locations are first initialized by p0 of the
mean 3D face model parameters. Then cascade learning
is performed to iteratively update the landmark locations
and the 3DMM parameters. For iteration t, we update the
landmark based on the predicted updates ∆xt based on
the cascade learned regression model ft , and update the
3DMM parameters based on the predicted updates ∆pt
based on the cascade learned regression model gt . Then,
since the 2D landmark can be represented by 3DMM,
we try to minimize the 3DMM projection error to make
them consistent. Until convergence or the last iteration T ,
we can acquire the final landmark detection results and
decode the head pose from 3DMM parameters p.
1) Predict the driver landmark locations: At each cascade iteration t, local appearance information from previous predicted locations xt−1 are used to update the
landmark locations. As shown in Algorithm 1, the mapping
model of ft can be any regression function. In this work,

Algorithm 1 Cascade learning for driver landmark detection and pose estimation.
Input:
Given the input image I, the facial landmark locations
are initialized as x0 .
for t=1,...,T or convergence do
Update the landmark locations based on the previous
landmark locations xt−1 ,
ft : I, xt−1 → ∆xt
xt∗ = xt−1 + ∆xt ,
Update the 3DMM parameter pt based on the previous landmark locations xt−1 ,
gt : I, xt−1 → ∆pt
pt∗ = pt−1 + ∆pt ,
Update pt∗ and xt∗ alternatively to make them consistent to each other to pt and xt respectively based
on 3DMM.
end for
Output:
Final landmark locations of x and head pose from p.

similar to SDM [22], [37], the linear regression model is
used to predict the updates of landmark locations. Hence,
the regression model ft for estimating the updates of facial
landmark locations can be defined as below:
(
)
ft : ∆xt = Wft Φ xt−1 , I + rt

(2)

where Φ is the SIFT feature representing the appearance
information of the eye region image. And Wft and rt are
regression model parameters for facial landmark detection
at the iteration t.
For training, given K facial images with ground truth
x∗i , the regression model parameters Wft and rt at the t-th
cascade iteration can be learned by :
∗
∗
Wft , rt

= arg min
t

Wf ,rt

K
∑

( t−1 )
t
, Ii − rti ∥2 ,
∥∆xt,∗
i − Wf Φ xi

i=1

(3)
where ∆xt,∗
is acquired by: ∆xt,∗
= x∗i − xt−1
during
i
i
i
training. For testing at iteration t, we can predict the
updates ∆xt by the learned regression models with parameters Wft and rt , followed by estimating the current
locations xt through xt = xt−1 + ∆xt .
2) Predict the head pose: As shown in Algorithm 1,
another linear regression model g t at iteration t is learned
to map the local appearance feature to 3DMM parameters updates ∆pt . Similar to the model for updating the
landmarks, the regression model g t can be formulated as
(
)
gt : ∆pt = Wgt Φ κ(pt−1 ), I + qt

(4)

where κ(pt−1 ) is the projected locations by the projection
model as shown in Eq. 1, and Wgt and qt are regression
model parameters for 3DMM parameters at the iteration
t. Similar to the optimization of model f t , we learn the

Algorithm 2 Cascade learning for driver eye center detection and gaze estimation
Input:
K
∑
(
)
t,∗
t−1
t∗
t∗
t
t 2
Given the input image I, with initialized mean locations
Wg , q = arg min
∥∆pi − Wg Φ κ(pi ), Ii − qi ∥ ,
Wgt ,qt
of
e0 and mean gaze of g0 .
i=1
for t=1,...,T or convergence do
(5)
t,∗
t−1
∗
Update the gaze based on the previous locations et−1 ,
−
p
during
=
p
is
acquired
by:
∆p
where ∆pt,∗
i
i
i
i
ht : I, et−1 → ∆gt
training. For the testing at iteration t, we can acquire the
gt∗ = gt−1 + ∆gt ,
3DMM parameters by pt = pt−1 + ∆pt .
Update eye related key point locations et based on
Similar to previous work [22], facial landmarks and head
the previous locations et−1 and the present gaze gt
poses are updated by the cascade regression models sepant : I, et−1 , gt → ∆et
rately. To capture the correspondence between these two
t
t
et∗ = et−1 + ∆et ,
tasks, the parameters p and x are further alternatively
end for
updated at iteration t thorough the projection 3DMM of
Output:
Eq. 1. Different from CCR [12], [22] that p are updated
Final eye center locations of c and gaze from g.
once and x updated twice in one iteration in this work.
Head pose of pitch, yaw, and roll can be decoded from
the 3DMM parameters p.
(
)
where Φ I, et−1 ∈ ℜ128 is the SIFT feature representC. Simultaneous eye center detection and gaze estimation ing( the )appearance information of the eye region image.
t−1
denotes the shape features which are calculated
Gaze direction is the visual axis of the eyeball. The Ψ e
as
the
difference
of each pair of eye related point locavisual axis is showed as the line joining the fovea with
tions
in
this
work.
And α, β and γ are regression model
the center of corneal curvature. And the center of corneal
parameters
for
gaze
estimation at the t-th iteration.
curvature is also passed through by the optical axis with
For
training,
given
K training eye images with the gaze
the eye center. There is an angular deviation called kappa
∗
ground
truth
g
,
the
regression model parameters at the
i
angle between the optical and visual axis, whose value is
◦
t-th
cascade
level
can
be learned by:
about 5 and varies from person to person. Consequently,
parameters of model gt as follows, using K training images
with the ground truth of 3DMM parameters p∗i .

gaze direction and eye center locations have a coupled
relationship. In this work, we introduce a cascade learning
based method to capture the correspondence for simultaneous eye center detection and gaze estimation.
Built upon previous work that leverages the cascade
regression framework [38], the proposed method iteratively
updates the eye center locations and gaze direction based
on the local appearance and shape information. The overall algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2. Firstly, as
shown in Fig. 1, we coarsely extract the eye regions and
initialize the eye related key points locations e0 (including
the eye center locations c) according to the previously
detected facial landmarks. Then, for the cascade iteration
t, the gaze is updated by the predicted updates ∆gt
from the eye region image throughout the learned cascade
regression model ht . In the following, we update the eye
related key point locations on the basis of predicted updates ∆et from the eye region image based on the learned
cascade regression model nt . Finally, until convergence
or the last iteration T , we can simultaneously acquire
the final gaze estimation and eye center detection results.
More details of the proposed method are described in the
following.
1) predict the gaze direction: As shown in Algorithm
2, gaze estimation is firstly performed at the cascade
iteration t. In this work, we apply a linear regression
model ht to update the gaze
∆gt based on the
( updates
)
t−1
local
feature Φ I, c
and the shape feature
)
( appearance
Ψ et−1 [39]. The regression model ht is defined as below:
(
)
(
)
(6)
ht : ∆gt = αt Φ I, et−1 + β t Ψ et−1 + γ t

∗

K
∑

∗

αt , β t , γt∗ = arg tmin
t
α ,β

(

,γ t

−β Ψ e
t

i=1
)
t−1

( t−1 )
t
∥∆gt,∗
i − α Φ I, e

(7)

−γ ∥

t 2

where ∆gt,∗
i is the gaze update obtained from subtracting
by the corresponding ground truth gt,∗
current gaze gt−1
i
i .
For testing after learning the regression model parameters, we can acquire the gaze update ∆gt for the iteration
t based on the formula 6. And then, the gaze direction
gt at the t-th cascade iteration can be updated by gt =
gt−1 + ∆gt .
2) predict the eye center location: Different gaze is
commonly accompanied by different eye center locations.
As shown in Algorithm 2, we propose a cascade learning
framework to consider the coupling relationship between
the gaze direction and the eye center locations, boosting
the performance of each task.Specifically, we propose to
update the eye center locations after calculating the gaze
based on current eye related key points information at
each cascade iteration. Another linear regression model nt
is learned to map the estimated gaze direction gt , local
appearance feature and shape information to the updates
of the eye related key point locations ∆et . Hence, the
regression model nt can be formulated as
(
)
(
)
nt : ∆et = τ t gt + υ t Φ I, et−1 + ω t Ψ et−1 + εt (8)
where gt is the
gaze direction at the cascade
( estimated
)
t−1
iteration
t,
Φ
I,
e
is
the
calculated SIFT feature and
(
)
Ψ et−1 represents the shape features [39]. τ , υ, ω and ε

are parameters of the regression model nt for eye center
detection at the t-th cascade iteration.
For training, we learn the model nt parameters as
follows, using K training eye images with the ground truth
of locations e∗i .
∗

∗

∗

∗

τ t , υ t , ω t , εt = arg

min
t
t

τ t ,υ ,ω ,εt

K
∑

t t
∥∆et,∗
i −τ g

i=1
(
)
(
)
− υ t Φ I, et−1 − ω t Ψ et−1 − εt ∥2
(9)
where ∆et,∗
of
the
i-th
training
image
is
calculated
by
i
subtracting the current eye related locations eit−1 from the
ground truth of locations et,∗
i .
For testing after learning the parameters of nt at iteration t, we can calculate the locations based on local
appearance, gaze, and shape information from the current eye related landmark locations by Eq. 8 and Eq.
et = et−1 +∆et . Final eye center locations can be acquired
from eT .

TABLE I
Facial landmark detection comparison results with
normalized error (%) by intra-occular distance on 300-W
dataset.
Method

Common

Challenging

Full

SDM
JointCascade
CCR
ours

5.57
5.54
5.47
5.40

15.40
13.75
12.63
12.70

7.50
7.15
6.90
6.83

Fig. 2. Some results detected by the proposed framework in 300-W.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
Since there are only a few publicly available datasets
for driver monitoring analysis with landmark, head pose,
eye center, and gaze estimation, we conduct experiments
on some public available benchmark datasets for facial
analysis. In particular, we perform experimental comparisons with conventional methods on landmark detections
and head pose estimations on 300-W [40] and BU [41].
In addition, we conduct comparison experiments on eye
center detection and gaze estimation on GI4E [42] and
MPIIGaze [43]. To verify the effectiveness on driver monitoring, we conduct experiments on challenging driving
dataset of SHRP2 [44].
A. Evaluations of landmark detection and head pose estimation
Similar to other work [12], [14] for facial landmark
detection on 300-W [40], 3,148 and 689 images with faces
are used for training and testing, respectively. We conduct
comparison experiments with other similar non-deep cascade learning-based methods of SDM [37], JointCascade
[14], and CCR [12]. For fair comparisons, all the competing
methods are trained and tested on the same dataset of
300-W. Besides, CCR is trained with more augmentation
on the same training samples using 3DMM fitting. The
experimental results are listed in Table I. As shown in
Table I, we achieve preferable results with normalized error
of 6.83 for facial landmark detections.
As shown in Table I, we compare with similar cascade
regression framework for landmark detection. Since SDM
only performed one stream of 2D landmark detection, and
the results of ours and SDM validate that the introduced
3D head pose could correct the 2D landmark detection.
Different from JointCascade to consider the occlusion and
pose simultaneously, the proposed method leverages the
power of cascade regression to capture the coupling relationship between location and pose. Another similar work

CCR [12] achieved the best performance on challenging
subset with normalized error of 12.63. Through further
investigation, the same training samples are augmented by
3DMM fitting under various head poses. It is worth noting
that the proposed framework can be generalized to deep
regression models where it should boost the performance
and will be our future work [45].
For head pose estimation, we follow the protocol of
3D-Deform in [46] for driver pose estimation, where they
use 45 videos from BU dataset for testing. Since each
video consists of 200 frames, we evaluate the proposed
framework on 9000 frames in total for pose estimation. We
conduct comparison experiments with similar work of 3DCLM [47], JointCascade [14], 3D-Deform [46], and CCR
[12]. Experimental results are shown in Table II. As shown
in Table II, we can achieve the state-of-the-art results with
an average mean absolute error of 4.1 degrees. Baltrusaitis
et al. [47] introduced a similar 3D head model for driver
head pose estimation and achieves an average error of
4.5 which is slightly worse than our proposed method.
Through further investigation, our proposed framework
can leverage the power of both learning-based and 3D head
model-based framework through cascade learning. Compared with similar work of CCR, our proposed method
achieves preferable results without any further augmentation. Some qualitative results from 300-W by the proposed
method are illustrated in Fig.2 where it demonstrates the
robustness to large pose or low resolution for landmark
and head pose estimation.
B. Evaluations of pupil detection and gaze estimation
We further evaluate the proposed method for pupil
detection and gaze estimation. Since there are only a few
public driving data sets available with ground truth, we
evaluate on different benchmark datasets.

TABLE II
Head pose estimation results of mean absolute error in
degree on BU dataset.
Method

Pitch

Yaw

Roll

Average

3D-CLM
JointCascade
3D-Deform
CCR
ours

6.0
5.3
4.3
4.3
4.6

3.9
4.9
6.2
5.1
4.8

3.7
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.0

4.5
4.4
4.6
4.2
4.1

TABLE III
Mean Errors on MPIIGaze in Degrees.
Method

ours

SVR(SIFT)

SVR(HOG)

RF(HOG)

Error

6.5

7.9

7.8

7.8

For gaze estimation, we evaluate the performance on
widely used MPIIGaze [43], which consists of 213,659
images from 15 participants. We conduct experiments on
the Annotation Subset of 10,654 images for testing. Since
SIFT feature are used to capture the local appearance in
this work, we perform comparisons with baselines using
SIFT, HOG and SVR, where all competing methods are
trained on the same data. Experimental results are listed
in Table III and shown in Fig. 3. The proposed method is
robust to head pose and illumination variations. It slightly
outperforms previous work [38] where it only achieved a
mean error of 6.9. Through incorporating shape information and local appearance information, gaze estimation
can be achieved more accurately compared conventional
methods. It can be generalized driver gaze zone estimation
or other maneuver prediction [1].

Fig. 3. Some gaze estimation results on MPIIGaze.

To validate the effectiveness of pupil detection, we
conduct testing experiments on GI4E [42], which consists
of 1236 images from 103 subjects with annotation of pupil
locations and is widely used for the task of pupil detection.
Similar to [28], 2218 synthetic eye regions with annotation are used to train the proposed cascade regression
models. Some training examples are shown in Fig.4. The
quantitative results compared with topography-based [42],
cascade-based [28], , gradient-based [48], and ITC [31] are
listed in Table IV. We achieve the best detection rate
of 99.8% with maximum normalized error less than 0.1,
which corresponds to the range of iris diameter. Besides,
the proposed method achieves comparable results with
state-of-the-art method of ITC [31] with maximum normalized error less than 0.05. ITC addressed the problem
of large head pose by introducing a GAN based method
for frontal face generation, followed by complete represen-

Fig. 4. Some examples of training eye images with annotations.

tation of eye region and image translation learning for eye
center detection.
TABLE IV
Pupil detection results on GI4E database.
Method

deye ≤ 0.05

deye ≤ 0.1

Topography-based
Cascade-based
Gradient-based
ITC
ours

93.9%
94.2%
96.7%
97.6%
97.3%

97.3%
99.1%
98.7%
99.6%
99.8%

TABLE V
Pupil localization results on driving data of SHRP2.
Method

deye ≤ 0.05

deye ≤ 0.25

SDM
Cascade-based
Gradient-based
ours

80.7%
83.8%
84.0%
84.3%

97.4%
98.2%
97.9%
98.4%

To demonstrate the performance on driving data, we
perform experiments on challenging data of SHRP2 [44].
Similar to [28], 2200 images from 22 drivers are manually
labeled for testing. Models are trained on the same data
with 10730 synthetic images [38]. Experimental results
are shown in Table V. Compared with existing cascadebased work [28], the proposed method can also achieve the
best performance for driver eye center localization. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the proposed cascade learning method
can achieve preferable results for driver monitoring even
under the challenging driving scenarios such as the drivers
are under low resolution with glasses and large head poses.
In addition, since we apply the linear regression function
as the basic model for each cascade regression, it can
achieve real time applications with 20 FPS on a standard PC, with a specification of Intel i9 CPU and 16GB
RAM. Both the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed

method meet the requirements of real applications of
driver monitoring.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a unified cascade learning
framework for driver facial monitoring. The introduced
framework can exploit the coupling relationship of facial
landmark locations and head pose, as well as the eye
center locations and gaze directions. A linear regression
model at each cascade regression iteration is adapted
which is efficient for applications. Our proposed method
can be easily generalized to other non-linear deep models
which should boost the performance. In addition, different from conventional methods that perform driver
monitoring tasks separately and sequentially, the proposed
method can achieve simultaneous landmark detection and
head pose estimation, eye center localization and gaze
estimation. Thorough experiments on benchmark datasets
including driving data demonstrate that our proposed
method achieves preferable performance, and validates our
method’s efficiency and effectiveness on the real driver
monitoring applications. It is worth noting that our proposed method can be easily generalized to other applications such as human-machine interaction with facial
behavior analysis.
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